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Episode #15. Scientists discover a “twin” solar system with eight
planets
Last Thursday, NASA scientists announced the existence of a solar system with eight planets, the same
number as our own solar system. The Kepler-90 system is more than 2,500 light-years away. It ties our
own solar system for having the highest number of known planets.
Scientists had already known about seven planets orbiting the Kepler-90 star. The discovery of the
eighth planet was made with the help of artificial intelligence developed by Google. Google software
engineers created a “neural network,” a type of machine-learning technique, to analyze data collected
by the Kepler space telescope. There was too much of this data for humans to examine on their own.
The Kepler-90 system is like ours in that it includes smaller, rocky planets closer to its sun and larger,
gaseous planets farther away. Yet scientists believe that the eight planets are too warm to host
extraterrestrial life. The Kepler-90 star is about 20 percent bigger and 5 percent warmer than our sun,
and all of its planets orbit the star more closely than the Earth orbits the sun.
Joshua:

Jessica, the most interesting part of this discovery isn’t that there’s another solar system
with the same number of planets as ours.

Jessica:

No?

Joshua:

No -- the most interesting part is that without artificial intelligence, the new planet wouldn’t
have been discovered.

Jessica:

Wouldn’t have been discovered? How do you know that? The scientists had the data from
the telescope, so they might have found it at some point...

Joshua:

But, they might not have even looked at that data -- it wasn’t considered to be as promising
as other data they had looked through. Plus, there was so much data that it would have
taken the scientists a VERY long time.

Jessica:

OK, so artificial intelligence makes it easier to find new planets. But what about finding life?
Isn’t that the real goal?

Joshua:

Yes... but first, scientists need to find planets with conditions that make them capable of
hosting life. The discovery last Thursday shows that artificial intelligence can make that
process a whole lot faster.
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